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timization. The field curvature, composed to first order by the Petzval curvature and the astigatism aberration, no more has to be compensated by a set of complex optics flattening the field.
ne of the nicest example of the impact of curvature in the field is the Kepler satellite focal plane
ray, made of 42 flat large format CCD sensors disposed on a highly curved structure (cf Fig.4.1
t). This solution of "pseudo-curvature" presents some drawbacks for high angular resolution
aging: the optimization of the optical quality is done over zones, and the PSF shape is no more
optical system (typically Schmidt designs):
mogeneousWide
over thefield
local field.

WIDE FIELD ASTRONOMY
observation of transients, planets, …

&D activities have been launched by ESO in the field of astronomy, in collaboration with the
niversity of Arizona, for the development of large format visible curved sensors with a conquent curvature (Iwert et al [44], cf Fig.4.1 right). In that case, the manufacturing process
s been fully developed and deliveredCaURVED
perfectly working
component
suitable for astronomical
FOCAL
PLANES
plications.

Additional field flatteners

Kepler focal plane,
42 flat CCDs

gure 4.1: Left: The Kepler Focal plane made of flat sensors on a curved support. Right: Curved
array from ESO and designed for astronomy.
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B. Guenter present development done so far at Microsoft on a precision method for shaping ultrathinned commercially-available CMOS sensors into highly curved focal surfaces [41]. By using
pneumatic forming process that avoids rigid mechanical constraints, they have concavely curved
a small CMOS sensor of 7.6 x 7.7 mm at a fixed radius of curvature of 18.74 mm. This sensor
is functional and captures images as shown on Fig. 4.4. In Fig. 4.4b, the sensor is electrically
connected with numerous and very long wires bonding, making it fragile and sensitive to the
working environment (vibrations, air flux, thermo-mechanical stress...).

CURVED DETECTORS DEVELOPMENT
A new way of solving the problem

(a) 18 Megapixel 7.6 x 7.7 mm CMOS curved sen- (b) Image captured with the 18 Megapixel curved
sor at 18.74 mm radius of curvature
sensor using a F/1.2 lens

Microsoft 2017

Sony 2014

Figure 4.4: Microsoft curved CMOS sensor and captured image [41].

Many advantages:

4.2.1.2 Patents on the curving processes and optical designs

(b
• Different
smaller
and
more
technologies have been investigated for few years. Canon and Sony patented their in- LAM/CEA
novations on curved sensors.
Leti 2017
compact systems
(a) Sony curved CMOS sensor.
Canon
patents
• better throughput
Canon patented two solutions of tunable curved sensor controlled by using magnet [49] and
suction devices [50] below the sensor. An electronic device would curve the image according to
the aberrations of the optical system and image capturing4conditions (Fig. 4.5). The achievable
radius of curvature precision over the full curvature range has not been addressed in the litera-

Figure 4.7: Additional solu

MESSIER: EXAMPLE FOR ASTRONOMY

The parad

Observing ultra-low surface brightness objects (35 mag/arcsec2)
Cosmic web

11 hours

NGC 5907

Springel, 2015
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the aspherical plate, the chromatic variati
follows (see Table 1). The resolution requirement is defined by
ration (sphero-chromatism) remains the do
the useable pixel size and approximately corresponds to 2.00 5 per
residual. Another basic feature of the Schm
pixel. Using the rms spot radius is a simplified but convenient
vantage of a curved focal surface on which
way to estimate the optical quality during design and optimisais naturally projected, resulting in a proje
tion, while controlling the spot size makes the PSF core to match
free from distortion aberration, and mak
the size of the pixel. To achieve the most compact shape of the
for wide-field telescopes aimed at sky su
PSF we should minimize the obscuration and exclude spiders at
proposed
all-reflective
design
shown
in Fi
Fig.
2.
Dependence
of
the
basic
parameters
of
a
purely
reflecthe design stage.
aspheric
corrector,
so that
tive Schmidt telescope asreflective
a function
of f -ratio
and field
of sphero
disappear.
In his analyses
of reflec
view (in degrees): a RMSrations
spot radius
(in microns)
at the edge
for telescopes and spectrographs, Lemaîtr
of the FoV, b Central obscuration
(in percentage).
that
in
all-reflective
designs the best angula
Table 1. Main parameters for the MESSIER pathfinder telefield of view is achieved by balancing the
scope.
i.e. the 2nd-order derivatives, of the aspher
Parameter Symbol Value
Value
tion grating [20, 21]. If, as we do in this pa
incident beam with a circular cross section
(pathfinder)
(space telescope)
aspheric mirror (primary mirror M1) of cle
Field of FoV
1. 6 ⇥ 2. 6
2 ⇥4
curvature balance rule states that any paral
view
drical tube of aperture 2R0 will reach an
zone in M1 such that the relationship bet
f -ratio
W
2.5
2.0
radii is given by the simple ratio
Primary
M1
356 mm
500 mm
r
diameter
R0
3
=
⇡ 1.224
Rm
2
Distortion e
<0.5%
<0.5%

MESSIER: EXAMPLE FOR ASTRONOMY

REQUIREMENTS:

1. Low PSF wings
2. No refractive surfaces (low UV background)

Pathfinder design

This leads to an elliptical null-power zo
aperture. Incidentally, this result is ver
Spot rms r
<12µm
5–15µm
case of a refractor
plate where the null-pow
p
Muslimov
et
al.,
2017
radius
R0 /Rm = 3/2 ⇡ 0.866, i.e., inside the
beam. Hence the optical surface of the M1
Fig. 3. Optical scheme ofby
the
bi-foldedellipses
reflective
Schmidt
tele- ax
homothetic
having
principal
6 design
In this context, many different options forscope.
the optical
cos i. The principal axis lengths of the ellipt
(in one direction)

(in one direction)

FISHEYE OBJECTIVE: COMMERCIAL
APPLICATION

Reference

Slide from Wilfried
Jahn’s PhD talk
B

8 – 15 mm

FoV 85-135°
Concave sensor R = 150-345 mm

Radius: 150 mm concave
Fully functional
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Gaeremynck (2014)

8 – 15 mm

FoV 85-135°

Patent n°1658104

B

8 – 15 mm

A

C

FoV 180°
Convex sensor R = 280 mm

Concave sensor R = 150-345 mm

Radius: 150 mm concave
Fully functional
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FISHEYE OBJECTIVE: PERFORMANCES
Table 4.7: Wide field angle camera prototype parameters.
Parameters
Sensor radius

D9L
A
150 - 343 mm concave

D11L
C VS Canon objective
280 mm convex

flat

134◦ - 84◦

175◦

8.5 - 14.7 mm

8.2 - 15.1 mm

4.2

4.2

Image size [mm]

22 mm diagonal

24 - 44 mm diagonal

Number of lenses

9

11

14

Number of materials

3

7

11

Aspherical surface

No

No

Yes

Vignetting oﬀ-axis

10 %

No

50 %

FoV
Focal range
Aperture

B

Jahn et al., 2018 (in prep.)

o reach very compact systems with high performances. This is the inverse approach than min
nd it is also very promising. There are also plans to consider compact telescope designed for
ubeSat which uses a curved sensor, based on 10
the work of Eduard Muslimov during his postd

AMAZING PICTURES
A

C

Jahn’s Thesis

Figure 4.33: The very first images with people working on this project.
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MANY DETECTORS PRODUCED

CMOSIS CMV20000, 5120x3840 pixels of
6.4 um
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MANY DETECTORS PRODUCED
WE WANT TO KNOW THEIR
PERFORMANCES

CHARACTERISATION
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WHAT DOES CHARACTERISATION MEAN?
Evaluation of the characteristic noise components
and dark current impact.
Evaluation of the conversion factor between
digital number (DN) and number of electrons that
originated it (gain DN/e-).
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TYPICAL QUANTITIES

gain

Electrons generated due to light
Stot = kNe + Soﬀ
oﬀset/bias signal
Observed signal
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TYPICAL NOISE EQUATION
The noise variance on each pixel is:
readout noise (RON)
stot2 = k2sr2 + k2se2 = k2sr2 + k2Ne
total noise called
temporal noise

shot noise
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WHAT IS THE DARK CURRENT?
Due to thermal agitation of electrons.

Depends on temperature

Have to be stable within 1oC
during characterisation
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HOW TO MEASURE THE DARK CURRENT
RECIPE:
Expose in the darkness for diﬀerent exposure time
Stot = m texp + Soﬀ
fit this relation
The dark current is the slope m.
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HOW TO MEASURE THE DARK CURRENT

P

R

E

L
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We always acquire 30 images and compute the
median image
Stot = m texp + Soﬀ

Concave 1
Exposure time (s)
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HOW TO MEASURE THE TEMPORAL
NOISE

std in each pixel

image of standard
deviations

mean of
all std

stot

y

temporal noise

x
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HOW TO ESTIMATE THE GAIN
stot2 = k2sr2 + k2Ne = const + k(Stot - Soﬀ)
Temporal noise variance vs signal =
linear relation

RECIPE:
Expose to uniform and stable illumination for
diﬀerent exposure time
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SET-UP USED
PC
CMOSIS
evaluation board

Integrating
sphere
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SET-UP USED
Light baffle
PC
CMOSIS
evaluation board
20s integration

Integrating
sphere
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SET-UP USED
Light baffle
PC
CMOSIS
evaluation board
20s integration

Integrating
sphere

1.3s integration
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HOW TO ESTIMATE THE GAIN
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I
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Temporal noise
R 2 (DN2)

A

R

Y

stot2 = const + k(Stot - Soﬀ)

Concave 1
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HOW TO ESTIMATE THE RON

P
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stot2 = const + k(Stot - Soﬀ)

2.15 DN

Concave 1
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HOW TO ESTIMATE THE RON

A
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Y

stot2 = const + k(Stot - Soﬀ)
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Using equivalent
plot from dark
exposures:

2.15 DN

Concave 1
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sr = 1.99 DN
@ 0.0002s

EXAMPLE RESULTS: RON

MAP
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flat sensor

Y

concave 1

# e-

RON = 10 e-

RON = 11 e-

VERY SIMILAR PERFORMANCES
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# e-

(e-/s)

RESULTS FOR ALL OF THEM
0.220±0.003

11

150
280
280
150
170

623.0 +-24.0
644.0±25.3
600.9±24.4
608.4±23.2

310.0+3.5
330.0±4.2
194.3±0.8
199.4±0.9

0.200 ±0.002
0.214±0.003
0.210±0.002
0.190±0.002

10
9
10
10

Flat

Concave 1

Convex x3y2

Convex x4y2

Concave x2y3

no
605.7±23.4
249.6±1.9
0.220±0.003
11
4095
64.74

150
623.0 +-24.0
310.0+3.5
0.200 ±0.002
10
4095
66.26

280
644.0±25.3
330.0±4.2
0.214±0.003
9
4095
66.61

280
600.9±24.4
194.3±0.8
0.210±0.002
10
4095
66.03

150
608.4±23.2
199.4±0.9
0.190±0.002
10
3951
66.48

L

I

M

I

N

A

R

Y

249.6±1.9

E

Radius (mm)
Bias (e-)
Dark current (e-/s)
Gain (DN/e-)
RON (e-)
Saturation (DN)
Dynamic range (dB)

605.7±23.4

R

Concave 1
Convex x3y2
Convex x4y2
Concave x2y3
Concave x2y4

no

P

Flat

Noticed that:
many saturated columns and fixed specific 2D
pattern for high exposure time
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CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
Curved detectors have similar characteristics to
the flat ones (noise, gain, dynamic range, …)
NO CLEAR PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION IN THE
CURVING PROCESS

• Process for industrial manufacturing of curved
detectors is moving forward
• Possible developments toward tunable radius of
curvature
• Demonstrate their potential in wide field
astronomy (MESSIER, …)
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THANK YOU!
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